1. Introduction 1.1. Structure and Shape. Crystals have been admired since earliest times.
The atness of their faces and their precise geometrical shapes distinguish them from other, in particular amorphous, forms in nature. Apparently nature here shows its atomic structure, and therefore many attempts were made to clarify this impression and to understand nature. Early scientists like Kepler (1611), Hooke (1665), Huyghens (1675) and others had the correct intuition that atomic dense packing is a fundamental property of condensed matter. So they investigated dense sphere packings in order to understand structure and shape of crystals.
A careful investigation of crystal structure began around 1830{1850 by Bravais, Hessel and M obius (see Ha] or Se1] ) and ended about 1890 with the famous list of Fedorov and Schoen ies of 32 crystal classes and the 230 space groups { a classi cation based on algebra and geometry only.
But it was only until 1912, when Max von Laue showed the atomic structure of crystals via X{ray di raction patterns, which justi ed the previous work. Even quantum mechanics did not essentially in uence this successful model.
The short history of quasicrystals took the inverse course (see B] , J] or Se2]).
Their sensational discovery by Shechtman et al. in 1982 Shechtman et al. in (published in 1984 via X{ ray di raction patterns was the very beginning of a tremendous number of publications for a better understanding of their structure and their`forbidden' symmetries. The fact that R. Penrose had discovered his famous aperiodic tilings one decade before and that 3{dimensional tilings of similar type (Ammann{rhombs) were known, stimulated this research of structure. A very successful approach is the cut and project method, a purely geometric tool.
In both cases { crystals and quasicrystals { the structure can widely be described in mathematical terms without any physics and chemistry. This is due to the fact that the complicated physical and chemical background generates rigorous and clear long{range structures, periodic or quasiperiodic, which can be assumed to be in nite.
1.2. Shape of Crystals and Quasicrystals. As in the case of the structure, there was always the desire to explain also the shape of (large but nite) crystals and quasicrystals in mathematical terms only { or at least as far as possible. This
Research partially supported by OTKA, Hungary. Research partially supported by Erwin Schr odinger Institute, Vienna. 1 was motivated by the previous arguments and by the fact that in spite of the great variety of shapes of crystals a careful observation shows that crystals of the same material and the same structure have something in common, e.g. the same set of angles and some face{relations. A rst highlight for crystal shapes was Ha uy's`Trait e de Min eralogie' (1784), based on geometric intuition. In the 17th, 18th and 19th century a general classication list (habit and combination of form) was developed, which can be found in all books of mineralogy. Of course pure descriptions do not give a deeper insight in crystal shape and growth. The basic problem for investigation of the shape is the boundary which cannot be neglected as in the case of structure, where in nitely large crystals and quasicrystals can be assumed. The in uence of boundary e ects complicates any investigation of crystals and quasicrystals or, with a well{known saying:`The bulk was created by god, and the surface by the devil'.
In spite of these di culties there is a highly developed theory for the local and global shape of crystals, and it is the aim of this contribution to introduce and summarize some of the concepts involved. This will be done in a uni ed fashion, to serve both crystals and quasicrystals.
1.3. Models for Shape and Growth. History of mathematically based models for crystals begins with the Gibbs{Curie principle of minimum energy (1878/84) which leads to the Wul {shape (1901) , an excellent global model for crystal shape. This phenomenological approach was re ned by Kossel and Stranski (1928/29) who developed a local atomic theory. A good description of these models is in Ha]. Further re nements are due to Frank and Kasper (1958) , and of course the Lennard{Jones potential and the Morse potential should be mentioned, which are very good models for clusters (see e. g. HM] ).
All these models are based on energy arguments, and combined with the underlying geometric structure they give a good description of the great variety of crystal shapes.
In the short history of quasicrystals most e orts were made to understand their structure (e. In this survey we only deal with Wul {shapes of crystals and quasicrystals. Of course we spent some time to understand the crystallographic background, so we are grateful for the help of colleagues who gave useful hints and provided us with good references. We mention in particular W. Schwarz (Siegen) for clusters, P. Gritzmann (Munich) for whiskers, P. M. Gruber (Vienna) for Wul {shape and Gibbs{Curie principle, and M. Baake, H.U. Nissen, Ch. Rivier and J.L. Verger{ Gaugry for quasicrystals.
After this detailed introduction we describe in chapter 2 the basic ideas and methods for crystals. In the main chapter 3, these methods and its modi cation are applied to quasicrystals. The survey ends with a short outlook and open problems.
2. Crystals and the Wul {Shape 2.1. De nitions. We de ne parametric density for the special case of hard ball packings, which is su cient for most types of crystal and quasicrystal growth, but not for microclusters. For simplicity all balls have the same size, and because of scale{invariance have radius 1. Let B n denote the ball of radius 1 in Euclidean n{space E n (in most applications n = 2 or n = 3). Let C k = fc 1 ; : : : ; c k g E n such that C k + B n is a packing of k non{overlapping hard balls. Here C k + B n means the vector sum. Further let conv C k be the convex hull of C k , i.e. the smallest convex set containing c 1 ; : : : ; c k . Clearly, conv C k is a convex polytope with at most k vertices. The parametric density of C k is de ned as
where V denotes the volume an the parameter % > 0 controls the in uence of the boundary of the packing. Note that we consider here parametric point densities. Multiplying with the volume of a unit ball gives the equivalent notion of a volume density. Obviously the density is maximalfor given k if and only if V (conv C k +%B n ) is minimal among all packing arrangements C k (and xed %).
In this paper we consider point arrangements C k which are contained in periodic sets as lattices (or a nite union of translates of a lattice, see section 2.4) or quasiperiodic sets as model sets and vertex sets of tilings (see chapter 3).
The underlying stucture of any crystal is periodic with respect to some lattice L. The density in (1) for expanding domains conv C k tends to
where det L is the determinant of L (see e.g. GL] ). This equals the volume of the fundamental domain. For a lattice L in R n we call a vector u good if L u = dim(u ? \L) = n?1, i.e. the orthogonal (n?1){space has a positive density L (u) .
It is well{known that these good vectors are exactly the vectors in the dual lattice L = fy j x y 2 Z; 8x 2 Lg and that L (u) = 1= det L u (see GL] ).
In this paper, a polytope might be convex or non{convex, but it is always bounded by nitely many convex (n ? 1){polytopes, called facets. If C k L, then conv C k is called an L{polytope. In particular all facet normals are good directions.
2.2. Surface Energy. Consider a polytope P with facets F i such that the exterior normal u i to F i is good for each facet. Then the Gibbs{Curie energy of P with respect to a parameter % > 0 is de ned as 
and de ne the so{called Wul shape
Although W(L; %) is formally the intersection of in nitely many halfplanes it is a convex polytope. This follows from Diophantine approximation (see W3] , for a more general and elementary proof see S1]). Note that if % ! 1, then the Wul {shape tends to a ball. In any case, W(L; %) is always the optimal shape: Theorem 1 (Wul , 1901) . Assume that P is a polytope (convex or non{convex) such that each facet normal is a good direction and V (P) = V (W) where W = W(L; %)) for some % > % 0 . Then E L (P; %) E L (W; %), and equality holds if and only if P = W.
Wul gave no complete proof of his result, which was later done by many authors. The most famous proof is by Max v. Laue L] . The rst geometric proof for convex P appeared in 1943 (see D] ) and the shortest geometric proof is by P. M. Gruber (unpublished) . The result can be extended to non{convex polytopes using Busemann's notion of surface area (see Th] ).
Theorem 1 explains why crystals prefer convex polytopal shapes, and why the \dense" directions are prefered for the facets.
2.3. Density Deviation. Next we describe how the optimality of the Wul shape can be modelled using the theory of ball packings and parametric density. For simplicity we rst describe the simplest case of lattice packing, which is a model for metals and noble gases only. The underlying lattice L is given by crystallographic facts. Then we have the following characterization of the Wul shape (see BB2]): Theorem 2. Let % be suitably large (say % > % 0 if n = 3) and assume that C k L maximizes the parametric density for given k. Then lim Let P be a polytope with facets F i and exterior normals u i in good directions.
Then we consider, as an averaging process, the growing shells P; 2 N. With k = card ( P \ L) and (1) Polynomial division leads to the Laurent expansion:
; where ( (L) ? ( P; %)) ; (7) is called the density deviation. It can be considered as a second order density or as a derivative at in nity. Using (5) and (6) we obtain
It follows that the geometric notion of the density deviation is equivalent to the Gibbs{Curie surface energy. Observe that (P; %) < (Q; %) implies that the parametric density of P is larger than that of Q for large . The concept of Figure 1 . Pyrite, the natural shape and the Wul {shape obtained by parametric density and a computer program density deviation (or equivalently the surface energy) has been used for extensions to general crystals (see section 2.4) and to non{periodic sets (see chapter 3).
2.4. General Crystals and Wul Shapes. In the previous section, the simplest case of lattice packings was described. But most crystals are built by several types of atoms or, as in the case of the diamond, the underlying structure is no mathematical lattice but a periodic structure, i.e. the union of nitely many translates of a lattice. These more general structures, i.e. periodic packings of balls of di erent size, were rst considered in S1] and later in W6]. The idea is the same as described, again with an appropriate density deviation, but the technical details are much more complicated than in the 1{atomic case. The essential point is that in all examples chosen in S1], namely diamond, NaCl and ZnS, the obtained results coincide with reality for appropriately chosen parameter %. With the help of a computer program (U. Schnell, unpublished) we determined also the Wul {shape for pyrite FeS 2 , which is for certain % a non{regular dodecahedron (see Figure 1 ).
Further we mention that in S2] with this model an explanation was given for the fact that most of the noble gases cristallize in the face centered cubic lattice fcc and not in the hexagonal closest packing hcp or related periodic structures. The Lennard{Jones potential does not re ect this fact since the hcp structure has a slightly lower energy per particle than fcc ( Wo] , BR]. 3. Quasicrystals 3.1. Model sets. The underlying structure of many quasicrystals can be represented as a projection of points of a higherdimensional lattice L into an irrational subspace E. This construction is called the cut and project method and can be described as follows:
(a) Assume that L is a lattice in R n+m and E (the so{called physical space) is a linear n{ at such that the origin is the only lattice point in E.
( for our purposes. Then the model set E is the projection of the points of (W + E) \ L into E; namely, the points whose projection into E ? is contained in W.
To illustrate this method we consider the one{dimensional example in Figure  2 .
Here, L = Z 2 and E is a line of irrational slope. The lattice points contained in the strip project to a one dimensional non{periodic set.
The model set has some long{range order. For example, balls of xed size contain only nitely many di erent con gurations of points of up to congruence, and each congruence class occurs with positive density. On the other hand, is not periodic with respect to any vector, because E is irrational.
An important property of model sets is that they can have symmetries which are impossible for lattices. If both L and W are invariant under the action of a group, then is also invariant. This way model sets can be constructed with A model set is called primitive, if E is not contained in any lattice (m+n?1){ plane; or equivalently, the projection of L into E ? is dense. Assume that is primitive and K is a convex body in E. Then for large , we have
If is the disjoint union of the primitive model sets 1 ; : : : ; k then de ne ( ) = P k i=1 ( i ). For example, the vertices of the Penrose tiling is the disjoint union of four primitive model sets (see section 3.2). In any case,
In order to de ne the Wul shape, we need the lower dimensional densities. Call a unit vector u 2 E good if u ? \L contains a lattice L(u) such that the intersection of a L(u) and E is (n ? 1){dimensional and the intersection of a L(u) and E ? is at least one{dimensional. Then there exist in nitely many x 2 E such that (x + u ? ) \ is an (n ? 1){dimensional model set. Then de ne
Here we can take only supremum because the density of the model subset with dimension n ? 1 depends on the content of the intersection of the window W and x + a L(u) (see the examples in sections 3.2 and 3.3). Now the Gibbs{Curie energy and the Wul shape can be de ned analogously to the periodic case. A polytope P E (convex or non{convex) with facets F i is called a {polytope, if the exterior unit normal u i to F i is good for each facet. If is a model set and % > % 0 = min u good (u) 2 ( ) ; then the Gibbs{Curie energy of P is de ned as
In addition, the Wul shape is de ned as W( ; %) = x 2 R n j 8u good; u x % ? (u) 2 ( ) : These de nitions are analogous to those for the periodic case ((3), (2) and (4) The proof of Wul 's theorem applies also to this case. In particular, Theorem 3. If W( ; %) is a polytope and P is a {polytope with V (P) = V (W( ; %)) then E(P; %) E (W( ; %); %) with equality if and only P is congruent with W( ; %).
There are various examples of quasicrystals, where the shape predicted by our construction coincides with reality (see Figures 3 and 4, and section 3.3) . Unfortunately, the exponent of most probably can not be brought down to n ? 1 in the error term (not even for quadratic extensions). So we consider model sets with \de ation and in ation". Using say local matching rules, one can obtain down scaled copies of by a factor # ?1 for many model sets where # > 1 is a quadratic algebraic number (see for example the Penrose tiling below). This process is called de ation. Now in ation is the inverse process, and # is called the in ation multiplier of .
Conjecture 2. If has an in ation multiplier # and P is a {polytope, then card
This formula is the direct analogue to Ehrhart's formula (5), except that the factor of dilation grows exponentially. For a model set with in ation multplier #, and a {polytope P we can de ne a density deviation analogous to (7):
Finally, let us assume that both Conjectures 1 and 2 hold. Then using (6) it follows analogously to (8) that (P; %) = ( )V (P) 1?n n E (P; %): Therefore, similarly as for crystals, parametric density of subsets of model sets and shape of quasicrystals are intimately connected.
3.2. Penrose tiling. Penrose tilings and their analogues show a similar kind of quasi{periodicity and quasi{symmetry as the quasicrystals which were, in fact, discovered ten years later.
First we consider the classical 2{dimensional Penrose tiling as a tiling, and we come back to the interpretation of the vertices as a model set at the end. The material of this section is explained in BS1] in more detail. The results indicate that the shape of quasicrystals might be explained in terms of parametric density.
The 2{dimensional Penrose tiling is obtained as a tiling of two rhombs, a thick one with angles 2 =5 and 3 =5, and a thin one with angles =5 and 4 =5, with certain matching rules, indicated by the black and white points and the arrows (see Figure 5 ).
Further it can be produced by the process of in ation. In one step of in ation the rhombs are decomposed into half rhombs (see Figure 6 ).
These are rearranged to obtain new rhombs and then multiplied by the factor of the golden ratio = ( p 5 + 1)=2 = 1:618 : : :. Then the new rhombs have the original size again. Iteration of this procedure leads to a sequence of space lling patches of the same shape (see Figure 7) .
The family of vertices of the Penrose rhombs is denoted by P and a union R of rhombs is called a P{set. As one can see in Figure 8 , it may be non{convex. Further, let R k be the resulting set after k steps of in ation. By a careful analysis of the in ation rules, we can give a formula for the number card (P \R k ) of P{points in R k for a P{set R. Theorem 5. Let R be a P{set. Then
where = 2( + 1) sin =5 3:077 and 0 = 2 +1 p 10 1:339. The constant is the 2{dimensional density of P{points in E and 0 is the density along the ve dense directions of the Penrose tiling (parallel to the diagonals of the regular decagon in Figure 8 , see also Figure 9 ). This formula is analogous Figure 9 . 1{dimensional densities. The horizontal line is one of the 10 densest directions, the vertical line one of the 10 second best.
to Ehrhart's formula for the lattice point enumerator (5), and veri es Conjecture 2 for P{sets as shown in the following.
The Penrose tiling contains a regular decagon T which is the union of ten rhombs, ve of each type (see Figure 8) .
For P{sets we can show the following isoperimetric inequality: Theorem 6. Let R be a P{set. Then A(R) sin( =5) + 1 20 P(R) 2 ; with equality if and only if R is the regular decagon.
The density deviation for P{sets is de ned by (R; %) = lim n!1 (A(R n )) 1=2
? card (P \ R n )
A(R n + %B 2 ) : Now (R; %) can be calculated using (6) and Theorem 5 to obtain (R; %) = % ? 0 2 P(R)A(R) ?1=2 : (11) An immediate consequence of Theorem 6 is Corollary 1. Let R be a P{set. Then (R; %) (T; %); with equality if and only if R is the regular decagon T. Now we turn to the representation of the vertices of the Penrose tiling as a model set. In this case L = Z 5 . The cyclic group of order ve has a natural action on the orthonormal basis of Z 5 . The invariant subspaces of this action is the line spanned by the vector v 0 = (1; 1; 1; 1; 1) and two 2{planes. Let E be one of the 2{planes. Finally, the window W is the projection of the unit cube into E ? , which is Kepler's rhombic triacontahedron. In particular v 0 is ortogonal to E.
There exist four other 2{planes parallel to E which contain some lattice point and intersect W. This yields that P is the union of four primitive model sets, and each of them is de ned using a lattice isomorphic to the four dimensional lattice A 4 . For a representation of the Penrose tiling constructed via 4{space see BKSZ] .
The set of good directions can be characterized similarly as in the 3D case (see section 3.3), so we do not discuss it here. The Gibbs{Curie energy and the Wul shape can be de ned as in section 3.1, and we have Theorem 7. (a) If % > % 0 , then W(P; %) is a convex polygon, and hence the Wul shape W(P; %) optimizes the Gibbs{Curie energy. (b) If % 0 < % < 6% 0 , then W(P; %) is a regular decagon.
For increasing % the Wul {shape W(P; %) gets more and more edges (e. g. in the next step twenty edges parallel to the densest and the second densest lines) and for % ! 1 it tends to a circle. KN] . For the surface energy of periodic crystals, the density of 2{planes plays an important role. So we consider here densities of 2{planes. For planar model sets, of course, we consider densities of lines. The horizontal line in Figure 9 indicates one of the 10 densest directions and the vertical line one of the 10 second best directions in the Penrose tiling. As the thin horizontal line shows, parallel lines may have di erent densities.
Here the set of good directions as de ned in section 3.1 can be characterized by G = f(R + RH) x : x 2 Z 6 g E (12) where R and H are certain (6 6){integer matrices.
For u = a + b 2 G with a; b 2 Z 6 there is a corresponding (or conjugate) vector u 0 = b ? a 2 E ? such that u and u 0 together span a rational subspace. Let L 2 (u) = lin(u; u 0 ) \ L. With an argument from uniform distribution we can determine the maximal density 2 (u) of a plane orthogonal to u.
2 (u) = q(u) det L det L 2 (u) : (13) where q(u) = V 2 (W \ E 2 (u 0 )) and E 2 (u 0 ) E ? is orthogonal to u 0 .
By Diophantine approximation it can be shown that there is a sequence of parallel lines orthogonal to u 2 G, whose densities tend to this supremum 2 (u).
A {polytope P in E is characterized by the fact that the exterior normal facet vectors are contained in G. Then one can introduce the Gibbs{Curie surface energy for G{polytopes and the Wul shape as in section 3.1. If % tends to 1, then the Wul {shape tends to a ball and in general it is hard to compute. The shapes in parts (a) and (b) in fact appear in reality as the scanning electron microscopy images in Figure 3 show. The process of in ation can be applied also in these cases. Now the corresponding matrix is It is unknown whether Conjecture 2 holds in this case.
Concluding Remarks
In the previous chapter the successful approach to quasicrystals was shown. But there is still much less known than in the case of crystals. Besides providing a survey of the recent developments, the main purpose of this paper is to initiate further research:
The polytopality of the Wul {shape corresponding to a model set (see Conjecture 1) is essential for the theory, but it has been only established if can be de ned in a quadratic extension of Q. On the other hand, say planar model sets with seven{fold symmetry can be only de ned using some cubic extensions of Q (see BJS]).
Although density deviation is an averaging process, the Wul shape for quasicrystals does not take into consideration the possible randomness of the underlying structure yet as described in BM] for model sets with entropy.
It would be desirable to transfer the results for online packings and local growth (see W5]) from crystals to quasicrystals.
In our investigations we considered the simplest case of equal atoms centered in the points of the model set. But clearly one can also choose subsets and introduce weights for di erent atoms as was done in the periodic case (see S1]).
It is a basic problem to nd a good asymptotic formula for the number of the points of a given model set in an expanding domain (see Conjecture 2). Independent of these remarks there is a general conclusion that the geometric approach via parametric density is a quite general and realistic model for the shape of crystals and quasicrystals.
